Objective: To determine the effectiveness of wide vs narrow excision margins in the treatment of primary cutaneous melanoma.

Data Sources: We conducted a search of MEDLINE and the Cochrane Controlled Trials Register as well as a manual search of the reference lists of all relevant papers. No language or date restrictions were applied.

Study Selection: Only prospective randomized trials were included.

Data Extraction: Two reviewers independently extracted the data from each study. Outcomes evaluated were local and locoregional recurrences and overall mortality. Data were analyzed using Cochrane Collaboration Review Manager software.

Data Synthesis: Five randomized trials comprising 3313 participants were retrieved and analyzed. Pooled data showed no statistically significant difference in overall mortality when comparing wide vs narrow excision margins (odds ratio, 0.98; 95% confidence interval, 0.72-1.22; and test for overall effect of \( P = .88 \)). There was no statistically significant difference in the occurrence of locoregional recurrence between 2 groups of patients (odds ratio, 1.18; 95% confidence interval, 0.98-1.41; and test for overall effect not significant at \( P = .08 \)). Although statistically significant heterogeneity was not detected among included trials, there was considerable clinical heterogeneity.

Conclusions: Although this meta-analysis did not show any statistically significant difference between patients treated with wide or narrow excision margins insofar as overall mortality and locoregional and local recurrences, current evidence is insufficient to address the optimal excision margins for all types of melanomas. Further research is required to establish the appropriate local treatment for different types of primary melanoma and subgroups of patients.

Surgical treatment of melanoma is the standard of care for all primary melanomas and consists of en bloc excision of the tumor or biopsy site with a margin containing normal-appearing skin and underlying subcutaneous tissue.\(^1\) For decades, excision margins of 5 cm or greater in all directions from the tumor border were standard in the surgical treatment of melanoma, based as much on surgical dogma as on scientific evidence. However, the necessity for wide excision was challenged more than 20 years ago, and many surgeons now excise cutaneous melanomas with increasingly narrower margins, believing that there is no reason to treat melanomas differently from any other tumor and in an effort to reduce morbidity.\(^2\) Currently recommended excision margins for primary melanoma are given in Table 1.\(^1,3,5\)

We previously carried out a meta-analysis of 4 randomized trials\(^6\) and showed that there is no statistically significant difference in recurrences and disease-free and overall survival between patients treated with narrow excision margins vs patients treated with wide excision margins. Although the results from our previous meta-analysis provided further evidence that excision margins (>1 cm) have no effect on disease-free survival or overall survival in patients with melanomas less than 2 mm thick, pooled data were insufficient to address the optimal surgical management for all melanomas.

Recent publication of the United Kingdom Melanoma Study Group and the British Association of Plastic Surgeons randomized trial comparing 1- vs 3-cm excision margins for cutaneous malignant melanoma with a Breslow thickness of 2 mm or greater reopened the discussion about surgical margins in melano-
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Another large study conducted in 9 European centers examining excision margins in melanoma was also reported in 2003. The present study provides an updated meta-analysis of 5 published prospective randomized trials evaluating the effect of width of excision margins on survival of patients with melanoma and on the development of melanoma recurrences.

**METHODS**

**INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA**

We included only randomized controlled trials that evaluated excision margins in the resection of primary cutaneous melanomas. Trials had to be carried out with 2 arms, one using the narrow excision margin and the other using the wide excision margin. Patients had to have histologically confirmed cutaneous malignant melanoma with no evidence of metastases in regional lymph nodes or at distant sites (stages I and II according to American Joint Committee on Cancer staging criteria).

**SEARCH STRATEGY**

We conducted sensitive electronic searches of the MEDLINE (1966 to May 2006), EMBASE (1974-May 2006), and Cochrane Controlled Trials Register databases, using the recommended Cochrane Collaboration search strategy with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) “melanoma,” “excision,” and “margin,” including all subheadings. We reviewed the reference lists of all relevant articles found in the searches, as well as those of review articles and textbooks, to disclose other relevant articles. We also manually searched selected conference proceedings. When possible, we contacted the authors of the trials to verify the data and obtain additional unpublished data. No language or date restrictions were applied.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Two reviewers (M.B.L. and V.B.) independently extracted the data from each study, and any disagreements were resolved by consensus discussion. Main outcomes of interest were local and locoregional recurrences and overall mortality.

A meta-analysis of pooled published data from included trials was performed using Cochrane Collaboration Review Manager software (RevMan 4.1; Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark). A pooled estimate of effects was produced by the DerSimonian and Laird (random effect) method, with results given as odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. Tests for heterogeneity were used to test for gross statistical heterogeneity across all trials.

Five randomized controlled trials were retrieved and analyzed. No unpublished eligible studies were identified. Details of included studies are given in Table 2. The World Health Organization (WHO) Melanoma Trial No. 10 was reported in 2 publications; an early report gave the results after a mean follow-up of 55 months and a subsequent publication included follow-up as long as 90 months. A pooled estimate of effects was produced by the DerSimonian and Laird (random effect) method, with results given as odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. Tests for heterogeneity were used to test for gross statistical heterogeneity across all trials.

### Table 1. Recommended Excision Margins for Primary Cutaneous Melanoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor Thickness</th>
<th>UK Trial</th>
<th>WHO Trial</th>
<th>Australian Trial</th>
<th>Dutch Trial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In situ</td>
<td>2-5 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8-2 mm</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1-4 mm</td>
<td>2-3 cm; 2 cm preferred</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 mm</td>
<td>2-3 cm</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: UK, United Kingdom; WHO, World Health Organization.

### Table 2. Characteristics of 5 Included Randomized Controlled Trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Treatment Arm, Narrow/Wide Excision</th>
<th>Resection Margin, cm</th>
<th>Tumor Thickness, mm</th>
<th>Tumor Site</th>
<th>Median Follow-up, y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO Melanoma Trial No. 10</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>305/307</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>Trunk and limbs except fingers and toes</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup Melanoma Trial</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>238/232</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Trunk or proximal part of limbs</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish MSG Trial</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>476/513</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>0.8-2</td>
<td>Trunk and limbs except hands and feet</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European trial</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>161/165</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>Head and neck, trunk, and limbs</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British trial</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>453/447</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>Trunk and limbs excluding palms and soles</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MSG, Melanoma Study Group; WHO, World Health Organization.
cation reporting results after a median of 7.6 years of follow-up. The Swedish Melanoma Study Group Trial was reported in 2 publications. For our review, the data from the last publication were extracted because it included the longest follow-up (median, 11 years).

We combined the published data from 5 included randomized trials comprising 3313 participants, 1639 randomized to narrow excision margins and 1674 randomized to wide excision margins. Three randomized trials (WHO, Swedish, and European trials) examined melanomas up to 2 mm thick, the Intergroup Melanoma Trial was conducted on melanomas up to 4 mm thick, and the British trial included only melanomas 2 mm thick or greater. In our pooled analysis, 2200 patients, therefore, had tumors less than 2 mm thick, which represents 66.4% of the pooled data.

The main outcome measures were overall mortality at the end of follow-up and local and locoregional recurrences as first relapse. None of the 5 trials demonstrated a survival advantage for wide excision margins compared with narrow excision margins.

In the pooled analysis, there were 796 deaths, 393 in the groups with narrow excision margins and 403 in the groups with wide excision margins. In the random effects model, the pooled odds ratio was 0.99, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.85 to 1.17, and the test for overall effect of $z=0.08$ and $P=.93$. Therefore, overall mortality was not significantly improved by performing wide excision margins in the surgical treatment of primary cutaneous melanoma (Figure 1). The $\chi^2$ test for heterogeneity did not detect statistically significant heterogeneity among trials ($P=.16$).

For locoregional recurrences, only 1 included study comparing wide vs narrow excision margins showed a borderline statistically significant difference ($P=.05$) in locoregional recurrence rates, with a lower prevalence of locoregional recurrences in the wide excision margin group. However, using the pooled data and analyzing with the random effects model did not show a statistically significant difference in the prevalence of locoregional recurrence between the 2 groups (odds ratio, 1.18; 95% confidence interval, 0.98-1.41). The test of overall effect was $z=1.75$ and $P=.08$. The $\chi^2$ test for heterogeneity did not reveal statistically significant heterogeneity among trials ($P=.83$) (Figure 2).

The incidence of local recurrence in patients having wide excision margins vs patients having narrow excision margins was not significantly different in any of the included studies. However, the definition of local recurrence varied among the 5 studies. In the WHO trial,
cal recurrence was defined as cutaneous or subcutaneous nodules that appeared along or within 1 cm of the surgical scar. In the intergroup,7,10 United Kingdom,7 and European trials,8 local recurrence was defined as a pathologically documented melanoma metastasis that recurred within 2 cm of the surgical scar or graft. The Swedish Melanoma Study Group15 defined local recurrence as occurring in the scar or skin transplant.

Using the pooled data, local recurrences as the first relapse were recorded in 52 patients, 26 each in the wide and narrow excision groups. The pooled odds ratio was 0.93, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.42 to 2.08, and the test for overall effect $z = 1.75$ and $P = .08$. The test for heterogeneity was not statistically significant ($P = .86$) (Figure 3). The meta-analysis, therefore, failed to show a statistically significant difference in local recurrences when comparing wide vs narrow excision margins.

**COMMENT**

This meta-analysis from 5 randomized controlled trials examining the value of wide excision margins vs narrow excision margins in melanoma published as of March 2006 confirmed that there is no statistically significant difference in overall mortality or rate of local recurrence as first relapse between patients treated with wide excision margins vs those treated with narrow excision margins. Although only 1 study included in this quantitative review showed a borderline statistically significant greater risk ($P = .05$) of locoregional recurrence in patients treated with narrow excision margins,7 results from our meta-analysis failed to demonstrate a statistically significant difference in the risk of developing locoregional recurrences when comparing wide excision margins vs narrow excision margins.

Several methodological issues should be raised when discussing the results of the pooled analysis. In the absence of the raw data for any of the trials included in this meta-analysis, we were constrained to limit the meta-analysis to published data only.

Although no statistically significant heterogeneity was detected between the individual studies included in the meta-analysis, there was significant clinical heterogeneity between included trials. Trials included patients with different stages of disease, follow-up periods varied, the definition of narrow vs wide excision margins differed, and the definition of local recurrences was not consistent among trials.
The results from most randomized trials and from our meta-analysis support the view that the overall survival of patients with melanoma and development of locoregional recurrence are not affected by the width of excision margins. The effect of excision width on local recurrence rates remains controversial. Although local recurrence is an important outcome, it does not seem to be an independent prognostic indicator of survival in patients with melanoma. The incidence of local recurrences in general is low in most studies, and most occur after the second year of follow-up. Thus, long-term follow-up is required to assess this fully. There is also confusion in the current medical literature about the definition of local recurrence, which makes interpretation and analysis of previously published trials difficult.

Randomized controlled trials evaluating excision margins in melanoma and current published data do not provide a definitive answer as to whether a local recurrence is caused by retained primary melanoma cells that metastasized before clinical detection or whether they are the first manifestation of circulating distant skin metastases that arise in or around the surgical scar. The failure of wide excision margins to prevent local recurrence suggests that most local recurrences should be considered more “distant” metastatic cells. Thus, the greater risk of local recurrences associated with thicker melanomas may only reflect that these tumors are more likely to give rise to these distant metastatic cells reappearing either locally or at a distance from the original tumor, and these recurrences do not seem to be affected by more aggressive surgical treatment.

Although our meta-analysis shows that width of surgical margins does not influence the development of local recurrence, because there was a considerable difference in the duration of follow-up and the definition of local recurrence among studies included in this analysis, the interpretation of the pooled data on local recurrence may have limitations. Because all randomized trials used at least 1-cm margins, this meta-analysis provides sufficient evidence to confirm that if the margin is at least 1 cm, it no longer affects the risk of local recurrence. Furthermore, the thickness of melanomas included in the randomized trials varied significantly. Most patients included in the pooled analysis (66.4%) had melanomas less than 2 mm thick (Breslow criteria); therefore, our data give good evidence that excision margins wider than 1 cm for tumors with less than 2-mm Breslow thickness have no influence on survival in patients with melano-
noma, whereas the role of margins wider than 1 cm in melanomas greater than 2 mm thick is still weak.

Although Piepknorn and Barning21 recommended surgical margins of 1 cm for melanomas of all depths, a 1-cm margin is widely accepted as adequate for thin melanomas (≤1-mm Breslow thickness).1,3–5 The recommended maximum margins for melanomas between 1 and 4 mm is 2 cm.2 There is still debate about the safety of 1-cm margins for melanomas with a Breslow thickness of 1 to 2 mm, especially those that are ulcerated. Two of the 5 large randomized trials defined narrow margins as 1 cm and did not show any advantages to wider margins; thus, 1 cm may be a safe margin for these tumors. This is what is recommended by the WHO1 and Australian4 groups.

For melanomas greater than 2 mm in diameter, only the Australians recommend a 1-cm margin; other groups suggest that a 2-cm margin is advisable for these tumors (Table 1). Inasmuch as only 33.6% of all patients from the 5 trials included in this meta-analysis had melanomas more than 2 mm thick and the definition of narrow margins was at least 2 cm from the pooled analysis, it is advisable to continue to recommend 2-cm margins until more data are available on the safety of 1-cm margins in a large group of patients with melanomas more than 2 mm thick.

Minimum margins necessary for thick melanomas (>4 mm) remain unclear. No randomized trial included only melanomas thicker than 4 mm. Thus, current published data including this meta-analysis do not provide sufficient evidence to recommend an optimal surgical treatment for melanomas more than 4 mm thick.

The WHO, Australian, and Dutch guidelines on the treatment of cutaneous melanoma recommend 2-cm excision margins for these tumors. In the United Kingdom, because these tumors have a particularly high recurrence rate, many surgeons recommend 2-cm or greater excision margins (Table 1).3 However, some authors suggest that tumor thickness should not influence excision margins.23 More data will need to be collected on these thick tumors to assess the role of wide excision margins.

To our knowledge, there is no randomized trial evaluating surgical treatment for subtypes of melanoma (eg, in situ melanomas, lentigo maligna melanomas, acral lentiginous melanomas, and desmoplastic melanomas). Thus, there are no established guidelines for the surgical management of these lesions. The rarity, the site, and the different biological behavior of these lesions makes agreed guidelines for the management of these lesions difficult.

Although most primary melanomas can be treated by use of recommended margins, there are a few exceptions in which special anatomical or functional requirements should be considered, especially when treating melanoma on the head, neck, hands, and feet or melanomas larger than 2 cm in diameter. Although it has been suggested that Mohs micrographic surgery may be an alternative choice that will minimize tissue sparing and excision margins,24 there is no sufficient evidence to justify the use of Mohs surgery in treating melanomas, including those arising on the head and neck and the distal extremities.

Trials demonstrated that narrower margins reduced the necessity for skin grafting (in the WHO Melanoma Programme trial 1612 by 75%), duration of hospitalization, and morbidity associated with the procedure. No data were collected in any of the trials on the physical and psychological morbidity associated with the mode of surgery. Future trials should examine how excision margins affect patient quality of life.

This meta-analysis provides good evidence that excision margins of 1 cm or greater have no effect on overall mortality and development of locoregional metastases in melanomas less than 2 mm thick. Optimal surgical management of melanomas more than 2 mm thick remains unclear, as does local treatment of certain types of melanomas and some subgroups of patients. Further research is required.
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ollectively, surgeons have incorporated evidence-based practices increasingly over the last decades. The meta-analysis on 5 clinical trials involving melanoma surgical excision margins by Lens et al in this issue of the Archives provides an opportunity to review the evolution of our current standard of care for melanoma surgery and exemplifies a continuing shift from empirically based to evidence-based surgery.

Readers of the Archives might recall that just 25 years ago the standard of care was to excise melanomas with 4-cm to 5-cm radial margins of skin (Yes, that would be 5 to 6 inches across!), with disfiguring, morbid closures and large skin grafts. Historically, the approach of using radical margins has been ascribed to the anecdotal experience of Handley,1 who in 1907 reported his treatment of locally advanced melanomas and his finding of “centripetal lymphatic spread” of disease. Sustaining this practice of wide excision was the known association of local recurrence with a high risk of distant metastases and fear that undertreatment of the primary melanoma with a narrow excision might contribute to increased risk of local recurrence and patient death. Almost 70 years later, a Commission on Cancer national survey on the treatment of melanoma in the United States showed that most patients underwent radical excision of primary melanomas.2 Furthermore, there was no clear correlation of the excision margin selected with either tumor thickness or level of invasion2 despite published reports that local recurrence rates are low in thinner, nonulcerated melanomas.3 The radical excision standard was the same everywhere in the world. In 1988, Veronesi and colleagues wrote that “For decades, wide excision (with margins of 3 to 5 cm) has been universally accepted as the treatment of choice . . . the belief has been so strong that among more than 800 patients in the WHO Melanoma Registry, we found only 40 who had been treated with a margin of less than 2 cm.”4(p1159) During these middle decades of the 20th century, the natural history of melanoma was profoundly changing. The incidence of melanoma was increasing dramatically, but most of these melanomas were both thinner and more superficially invasive and were associated with a low risk of local recurrence.3

Three of the 5 clinical trials analyzed by Lens and colleagues involved patients with early melanomas, those less than 2.0 mm thick and with a low risk of local recurrence. Veronesi et al4 and the leadership of the WHO Melanoma Programme were the first to conduct a prospective clinical trial of patients treated in Europe and the United States that randomized patients with T1 and T2 melanomas (ie, <2.0 mm thick) to either a 1-cm or 3-cm margin of excision. This seminal clinical trial showed that melanomas less than 2 mm thick could be safely excised with a 1-cm margin. This was especially true for T1 melanomas (<1.0 mm thick), which comprise most melanomas diagnosed today. The Swedish5 and the European (French)6 randomized trials included in this meta-analysis were initiated at the same time but were published later. The objectives of these 2 trials were more conservative; both studies randomized T1 and T2 melanomas to either a 5-cm or a 2-cm radial margin of skin excision. The design of these 2 European surgical trials illustrates just how entrenched the radical 5-cm excision margin was as the standard surgical treatment. Both studies concluded that the narrower 2-cm margin was safe, but the WHO Melanoma Programme trial had already convincingly demonstrated that even a narrower margin of 1 cm was safe, especially for T1 melanomas.

As the data emerged, 2 later clinical trials were conducted on thicker melanomas, the Intergroup Melanoma Trial6 conducted in the United States on T2 and T3 melanomas (ie, 1.0-4.0 mm thick), comparing 2-cm and 4-cm radial margins, and the British study7 conducted in the United Kingdom on T3 and T4 melanomas (ie, >2.0 mm thick), comparing 1-cm and 3-cm margins of excision. The Intergroup Melanoma Trial showed that the narrower 2-cm excision margin was safe with regard to locoregional recurrences and overall survival of patients with melanoma.8 The British study concluded that the 1-cm margin might not be so safe in